Ab Initio Prediction of Peptide-MHC Binding Geometry for Diverse Class I MHC Allotypes
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ABSTRACT Since determining the crystallographic structure of all peptide-MHC complexes is infeasible, an accurate prediction of the conformation is a critical computational problem. These models can be useful for determining binding energetics, predicting the structures of specific ternary complexes with T-cell receptors, and designing new molecules interacting with these complexes. The main difficulties are (1) adequate sampling of the large number of conformational degrees of freedom for the flexible peptide, (2) predicting subtle changes in the MHC interface geometry upon binding, and (3) building models for numerous MHC allotypes without known structures. Whereas previous studies have approached the sampling problem by dividing the conformational variables into different sets and predicting them separately, we have refined the Biased-Probability Monte Carlo docking protocol in internal coordinates to optimize a physical energy function for all peptide variables simultaneously. We also imitated the induced fit by docking into a more permissive smooth grid representation of the MHC followed by refinement and reranking using an all-atom MHC model. Our method was tested by a comparison of the results of cross-docking 14 peptides into HLA-A*0201 and 9 peptides into H-2Kb as well as docking peptides into homology models for five different HLA allotypes with a comprehensive set of experimental structures. The surprisingly accurate prediction (0.75 Å backbone RMSD) for cross-docking of a highly flexible decapeptide, dissimilar to the original bound peptide, as well as docking predictions using homology models for two allotypes with low average backbone RMSDs of less than 1.0 Å illustrate the method’s effectiveness. Finally, energy terms calculated using the predicted structures were combined with supervised learning on a large data set to classify peptides as either HLA-A*0201 binders or nonbinders. In contrast with sequence-based prediction methods, this model was also able to predict the binding affinity for peptides to a different MHC allotype (H-2Kb), not used for training, with comparable prediction accuracy. Proteins 2006;63:512–526. © 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The binding of short peptide fragments of endogenous and foreign proteins to class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC) glycoproteins is a necessary first step in the immune surveillance by circulating cytotoxic T-cells. Peptides resulting from proteosomal processing of cytosolic proteins are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum by the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) where they bind to newly synthesized MHC molecules. The resulting complex is then transported to the cell surface where the MHC is inserted into the membrane. These complexes are then recognized by CD8+ T-cells through peptide and MHC allele specific interactions with the T-cell receptor (TCR) as well as conserved interactions with the CD8 coreceptor.

MHC molecules are polymorphic with most variable residues in the peptide binding pocket so that each allotype preferentially binds a distinct subset of peptides. Since, for example, an individual human can have cells expressing up to six different allotypes, this diversity presumably prevents potential antigens from escaping recognition by the cellular immune system. Also, a particular MHC allotype can strongly bind a large number of 8–11 residue peptides. Although most have preferred residue types in primary or secondary anchor positions, this is neither necessary nor sufficient for strong binding. This extreme variability in both components of the peptide-MHC complex together with the limited number of available X-ray structures make computational prediction of the complex an important goal in molecular biology.

Accurate models of peptides bound to MHC are essential for structure-based prediction of peptide binding affinities. Position-specific scoring matrices and machine learning methods can predict peptide-MHC binding affinity reasonably accurately when a large amount of experimental
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binding data for related equal-length peptides binding to a particular MHC allotype is available. However, their use is limited to a small number of MHC allotypes with sufficient quantities of such data. In contrast, physics-based scoring functions combined with accurate structural models should provide general binding affinity predictions, applicable to different peptide lengths and MHC allotypes, for use in vaccine design.

Peptide-MHC docking methods also provide a starting point for future computational studies with important biomedical applications. These include computational screening of peptide analogues that bind MHC molecules, predicting specific structures of ternary complexes with T-cell receptors (TCR), and designing small molecules that interact with the complex. Peptide analogues have a similar size, number of rotatable bonds, and structure so that adapting peptide docking methods is expected to be straightforward. Peptide analogues designed to either stimulate or block an immune response have previously been shown to bind to class I MHC. Another possible future application, the structural prediction of TCR binding to the peptide-MHC complex, should give a detailed understanding of the atomic interactions responsible for binding affinity and specificity. Because comparison of some X-ray crystal structures show little change in peptide conformation upon TCR binding and others show larger but local changes no general conclusion of peptide conformational changes upon TCR binding can be drawn and thus some local flexibility in the peptide may be necessary for successful TCR docking. It also opens up the possibility of designing therapeutic compounds that modulate this interaction and consequently the immune system response.

The peptide-class I MHC complex is particularly conducive to computational docking approaches to structure prediction because all X-ray structures, with one exception, show little deviation in the positions of the peptide N- and C-termini. The experimental structures also indicate a conserved network of hydrogen bonds between MHC side chain atoms and peptide main chain atoms near the termini that contribute to the common peptide main chain structure in those regions. Thus, the peptide's conformational freedom may be viewed as being limited to the center and docking becomes more like protein loop modeling. However, the conformational prediction of the peptide-MHC complex remains a formidable problem both because of the exponential dependence of the size of the conformational space to be searched on the large number of flexible degrees of freedom in the interface and errors in the physical energy function that make it difficult to distinguish the correct conformation from those with similar energies.

All previous methods for calculating the peptide-binding conformation divide the structure prediction into separate parts, either (1) the peptide terminii and central portion, (2) the peptide main chain and side chains, or (3) individual peptide residues. One study used a multiple copy approximation, in which multiple peptide conformations are sampled simultaneously with each peptide independent of the other but with the receptor residues moving in the mean potential of all peptides, to predict the conformations of peptide-MHC complexes. The terminal residues were first docked, followed by sampling of the remainder of the peptide using a bond-scaling relaxation algorithm to insure loop closure. Another study, whose main focus was the prediction of peptide binding affinity, also predicted the peptide termini and center separately, using other peptide-MHC structures to assign the terminal residue conformation and a search for loops in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) with similar sequences and stem orientations to model the center, followed by local optimization. A recent study by Tong et al. used rigid docking of the peptide end residues followed by homology-based prediction of the central portion of the peptide using MODELLER and finally refinement using energy minimization with the peptide Cα atoms restrained to their original positions.

Three peptide-MHC docking methods divided the prediction into subproblems for the peptide main chain and side chains. One method modeled the peptide using a threading approach based on X-ray structures to rank the binding affinity of the peptide. Another method first predicted the conformations of independent peptide side chain conformations by optimizing precomputed free energy maps for individual residue side chains in each receptor pocket followed by the assignment of the backbone conformation and local energy optimization. A third method used dead end elimination (DEE) to select peptide side chain rotamers modeled on a fixed backbone from available X-ray structures.

Finally, one study described a docking method using DEE with a combinatorial buildup algorithm, in which consecutive residues are added to peptide fragments of increasing length, to sample the conformational space of the peptide and nearby receptor side chains. This method was evaluated using the structures of two H-2Kβ complexes as well as a peptide binding calmodulin.

In contrast to previous studies, we tested and optimized fully converged peptide-MHC docking simulations using a flexible all-atom model of the complete peptide. A biased probability Monte Carlo minimization method implemented in the ICM program, combined with grid potentials to represent interactions with the MHC, allows a computationally efficient sampling of the peptide degrees of freedom. The lowest energy conformations from the grid docking simulations were then reranked using the energy of an all-atom model of the complex after local minimization. The ICM Monte Carlo method has previously been applied to two other peptide docking problems, phosphotyrosine peptides binding to SH2 and PTB domains and peptides epitopes binding to an IgG1 monoclonal antibody.

All docking simulations were started with the peptide in an extended conformation and the length of the simulations was shown to be sufficient for convergence, as measured using three independent runs. Three different types of docking calculations were performed: (1) redocking of peptides into the MHC structure from the correspond-
ing complex, (2) cross-docking of peptides into the MHC structure from the complex with another peptide, and (3) docking of peptides into homology models of various MHC allotypes. While docking calculation (1) provides a check of the adequacy of the energy function and conformational sampling, docking calculations (2) and (3) solve the realistic problems of predicting the peptide geometry when the structure of the MHC in complex with the peptide is unknown or even when the structure of the particular MHC allotype is unknown. The latter problem is particularly acute since crystal structures are currently available for only 10 class-I HLA allotypes even though there are more than 1,000 allotypes that have been catalogued so far.52,33

Since examination of the HLA-A*0201 side chain conformations for all available X-ray crystal structures showed that they clustered into two groups, one representative structure from each group, PDB entries 1JF1 and 117U, was used for docking. Peptides from 16 HLA-A*0201 structures were docked and then compared with the structure of the corresponding complex in order to validate the procedure. The peptides were docked into both HLA models and the lowest energy conformation for all available X-ray crystal structures was used for an accurate prediction on a significantly different MHC, with different anchor residues and even from a different organism (mouse vs. human). This illustrates that a structure-based peptide–MHC binding affinity prediction method, although slower than sequence-based methods, is generalizable to other MHC allotypes, unlike the sequence-based approach.

## MATERIALS AND METHODS

### ICM docking

#### Grid potentials

An all-atom model of the peptide was docked into grid potentials derived from an X-ray structure of the MHC molecule using a stochastic global optimization in internal coordinates with pseudo-Brownian and collective "probability-biased" random moves as implemented in the ICM 3.0 program.29 Five types of potentials,34,35 for the peptide–MHC interaction energy

\[
E_{\text{peptide–MHC}} = E_{\text{Cow}} + E_{\text{How}} + 0.87E_{\text{hb}} + 3.68E_{\text{el}} + 1.58E_{\text{hp}} \tag{1}
\]

were precomputed on a rectilinear grid with 0.5 Å spacing that fills a 34 Å × 34 Å × 25 Å box containing the peptide binding domain of the MHC (residues 1–180). The determination of the weights multiplying \(E_{\text{hb}}, E_{\text{el}}, \) and \(E_{\text{hp}}\) is described below. The van der Waals grid potentials \(E_{\text{Cow}}\) and \(E_{\text{How}}\) for nonhydrogen and hydrogen atoms, respectively, were calculated from a van der Waals (vdW) energy, which is smoothed by introducing a cutoff value \(E_{\text{env}, \text{max}} = 3.0\) kcal/mol [refer to Eq. (3) in Fernández-Recio et al.36]. The energy cutoff reduces the extreme sensitivity of the vdW potential to small conformational changes and speeds convergence of local minimization of the energy function.

The hydrogen bonding (\(E_{\text{hb}}\)) and hydrophobic (\(E_{\text{hp}}\)) potentials were calculated as described previously36 and the electrostatic energy (\(E_{\text{el}}\)) was calculated using a distance-dependent dielectric constant \(\varepsilon = 4r\). The peptide–MHC intermolecular energy calculated using these grid potentials was added to the peptide intramolecular energy, \(E_{\text{peptide}}\), which was calculated using the truncated vdw energy with cutoff \(E_{\text{env}} = 7.0\) kcal/mol, the distance-dependent dielectric electrostatic term, ECEPP/37–39 hydro-bonding and torsional potentials, and a side chain entropic term proportional to the fractional SASA.26

The weights multiplying the grid potentials \(E_{\text{hb}}, E_{\text{el}}, \) and \(E_{\text{hp}}\) in Eq. 1 were determined by simulated annealing minimization40 of the average rank of the near-native conformation in the stack. Simulation results with all weights set to 1 for the HLA-A*0201 and H-2K\* peptides in Tables I and II docked to 1JF1 and 1KPU MHC structures, respectively, were used to calculate the objective function. The optimal weights in Eq. 1 were then used in all docking simulations. As expected, these weights differ from those previously derived for protein-protein docking.36

#### Grid docking protocol

An all-atom model of the peptide with charged N- and C-termini and idealized covalent geometry was first generated in an extended conformation. Comparison of all available X-ray structures reveals conserved hydrogen bonds between the N- and C-termini of the peptide and particular MHC residues, which cause the peptide backbone to adopt similar conformations in these regions.19 Based on this observation, a quadratic restraint energy

\[
E_{\text{restraint}} = kr_{ij}^2
\]

with strength \(k = 10\) kcal/(molÅ²) was imposed between corresponding atoms on the peptide to be
docked and atoms on the peptide in the original MHC structure: N in residues 1, 2, and M and carbonyl C and O in residues 1, 2, M-1, and M, where M is the length of the peptide. The restraint energy was first minimized to position the peptide in the binding site before the docking simulation. The sum of the energy terms $E_{\text{peptide}}/H^{11001}MHC/H^{11002}$ was then optimized by the ICM Biased-Probability Monte Carlo sampling\(^2\) of side chain torsion angles, $\phi$ and $\psi$ angles for residues 3 to M-1, and 6 orientational variables of the peptide. Local deformations that approximately preserve loop closure were used to sample the backbone torsion angles.\(^4\) Conformations were sampled according to a Metropolis criterion\(^4\) with temperature 700K followed by up to 2,000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization after each stochastic move. A set of 200 of the lowest energy accepted conformations within 30° RMSD in torsion angle coordinates was used to prevent oversampling of nearby points in coordinate space.\(^4\) The simulation was terminated after $5 \times 10^7$ function calls. This value was chosen after examining the convergence of the simulations, as discussed in the following section. The simulations required an average CPU

### TABLE I. Comparison of the Results of Docking Peptides Into the Dual Grid HLA-A *0201 MHC Model With the Corresponding X-Ray Crystal Structures of the Peptide–MHC Complexes\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB entry (Ref.)</th>
<th>Resolution (Å)</th>
<th>Peptide sequence</th>
<th>Best MHC</th>
<th>Backbone RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>Central backbone RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>Buried non-H RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>MHC RMSD (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*<em>Cross-docking to the dual HLA-A <em>0201 model</em></em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BOG (90)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>ALWGFPVPL</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EEY (91)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>ILSALVGIV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EEZ (91)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>ILSALVGL</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HGC (90)</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>TLTSCTNSV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HHI (90)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>FLPSDDFFPSV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HIL (90)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>GILGFVPTL</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HIJ (90)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>ILKEPVHVGV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HHK (90)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>LILFGFPVYG</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HIF (90)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>FLKEPVHVGV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HY (90)</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>YLKEPVHVGV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HJ (90)</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>FAPGFFPVL</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HT (90)</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>ALWGFPVPL</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HF (61)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>GYVDDREHTV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1JHT (62)</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>ALGIGILTV</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average RMSD (Å)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All peptides were docked into both the 1JF1 and 1J1U MHC structures and the lowest energy conformation from both calculations chosen as the prediction. The MHC structure used is denoted as either A or B for 1JF1 or 1J1U, respectively. The RMSD between the docked peptide and the X-ray structure was calculated after first aligning the backbone atoms of the MHC peptide binding domain (residues 1–180). The resulting RMSDs for the backbone atoms, central backbone atoms (residues 3-M-1), all nonhydrogen atoms in buried residues, and the MHC backbone atoms are shown.

### TABLE II. Comparison of Results of Docking Peptides Into an H-2 K Kb MHC Model Based on the 1KPU Structure With the Corresponding X-Ray Crystal Structures of the Peptide–MHC Complexes\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB entry (Ref.)</th>
<th>Resolution (Å)</th>
<th>Peptide sequence</th>
<th>RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>Backbone RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>Central Backbone RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>Buried non-H RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>MHC RMSD (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-docking to the single H-2 K Kb model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G7P (63)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>SRDHSHRTPM</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G7Q (64)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>SAPDTRPA</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1KJ3 (16)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>KVITFDLD</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1KPV (65)</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>FAPGNYPAL</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LEG (66)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>EKQPKFV</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N59 (67)</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>AVYNFATOM</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1NAN (17)</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>INFDFNTI</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OSZ (68)</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>RGYLYQQL</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1VAC (69)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>SIINFEKL</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average RMSD (Å)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Table I for an explanation of the values.
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time of about 21 h on a single 1.3 GHz Athlon processor. The results of several docking simulations without constraints for HLA-A*0201 showed both lower prediction accuracy and longer computational times (data not shown), thus demonstrating that constraining the positions of the peptide termini backbone atoms improves the docking method’s performance.

All-Atom Reranking of the Conformational Stack

An all-atom model of the MHC and peptide was used to rerank the 50 lowest energy conformations from the grid docking simulations using a more realistic physical energy function. The energy function, which uses ECEPP/3 force field parameters,\textsuperscript{37–39} is

\[ E = E_{\text{vw}} + E_{\text{el}} + E_{\text{hb}} + E_{\text{cl}} + E_{\text{hp}} + E_{\text{cn}} \]

in which \( E_{\text{vw}} \) and \( E_{\text{hb}} \) are the original ECEPP/3 energy functions. \( E_{\text{vw}} \) is the smoothed van der Waals term described above with a cutoff energy \( E_{\text{vw,max}} = 7.0 \text{ kcal/mol} \). The electrostatics term \( E_{\text{el}} \) was calculated using the boundary element method\textsuperscript{44} with ECEPP/3 atomic charges and an internal dielectric constant of 4.0. The hydrophobic term \( E_{\text{hp}} \) was calculated as the product of a surface tension parameter 12 cal/(mol Å\(^2\)) and the molecule’s solvent accessible surface area (SASA). The side chain entropy term \( E_{\text{cn}} = TS_{\text{max}} \times A/A_{\text{max}} \) is proportional to the total SASA of the side chain atoms \( A \), in which \( T = 300K \), \( A_{\text{max}} \) is the total SASA of the atoms with the residue between two glycine residues in an extended peptide conformation, and \( S_{\text{max}} \) was calculated using approximate rotamer distributions.\textsuperscript{29} Starting from the grid docking conformations, the conformation of the peptide and nearby MHC residues (non-H atoms within 4 Å) were locally optimized using the sum of the energy in Eq. 2 and the quadratic restraint energy described in Grid Docking Protocol. This resulted in relatively small conformational changes that primarily reduced steric clashes caused by the steeper all-atom van der Waal's potential as compared to the smoother grid version of the potential. Next, the binding energy was calculated as the difference between the energy of the peptide-MHC complex and the energy of the isolated components, without the restraint potential. The 50 conformations were then ranked according to this binding energy and the lowest energy conformation chosen as the final docking solution. Although it is expected that the conformations of the isolated peptide and the corresponding MHC binding cleft are different than in the peptide-MHC complex, optimizing the conformations of the isolated components before calculating their energies yielded larger errors in the predicted geometry (data not shown). This is possibly due to the noise introduced from relaxing these degrees of freedom because of inaccuracies in the force field energy as well as the lack of conformational averaging.

Treating HLA-A*0201 Through Multiple Grid Models

The conformations of side chains nearby the peptides for all HLA-A*0201 structures listed in Table I were compared after aligning the MHC backbone atoms. The result is shown in Figure 1. It is evident from Figure 1 that, although most interacting side chain conformations differ little between the MHC molecules binding different bound peptides, the conformations of residues R97 and Y116 group into two distinct clusters. The conformations of residue H114, which is hydrogen bonded to R97 also cluster into two more closely separated clusters. Based on this observation, we attempted to incorporate receptor flexibility for HLA-A*0201 by docking the peptides into potential maps calculated for a representative structure belonging to each cluster, namely PDB entries 1JF1 and 1I7U. All peptides in Table I were docked independently into maps calculated using these two structures. The lowest energy conformation in the combined conformational stack for both docking simulations was then selected as the docking solution.

Homology Model Generation and Peptide Docking

The homology models of different MHC allotypes were generated using the ICM method.\textsuperscript{45} Briefly, the method consists of the following steps for models without loops insertions or deletions, as considered in this study: (1) Calculate a global alignment with zero end gap penalties between the target and template sequences, (2) build an extended polypeptide chain with idealized covalent geometry from the target sequence, (3) assign torsion angles for the aligned portions of the backbone and identical aligned residues to be those in the template structure, (4) assign the most likely rotamer to nonidentical aligned residues, and finally (5) iteratively minimize a sum of the physical energy and quadratic restraints between corresponding atoms in the model and template structures, reducing the strength of the restraint potential with each iteration. Homology models were made for the following HLA allotypes using the 1JF1 HLA-A*0201 structure as a template: HLA-B*0801, B*2705, B*3501, B*5101, and B*5301. Grid potentials were then calculated using these models. Peptides from all X-ray crystal structures for each of these allotypes were then docked into the grid potentials for the corresponding model and reranked using all-atom models using the same procedure as for HLA-A*0201 and H-2K\(^b\).

Support Vector Machine Peptide-MHC Binding Prediction

HLA-A*0201 and H-2K\(^b\) peptide data sets

First, a set of 304 peptides that bind HLA-A*0201 strongly, with IC50 < 500 nM, was extracted from the reports of Doytchinova and Flower.\textsuperscript{46, 47} and references therein. This set contained 3 octamers, 242 nonamers, 53 decamers, and 6 11-mers. Because little published data is available for nonbinding peptides, we created an equal number of nonbinding peptides by concatenating the binding peptide sequences, randomly shuffling this sequence, and then partitioning it so that the distribution of peptide lengths is unchanged. A data set with equal numbers of binding and nonbinding peptides for H-2K\(^b\) was created in a similar manner using 27 peptides classified as high affinity in the MHCPEP database.\textsuperscript{48} All peptide data sets are provided as Supplementary Material.
Support Vector Machine training

The SVMlight 4.90 (http://svmlight.joachims.org/) program was used for SVM training and prediction. The input data for each peptide included the differences of all-atom energy terms \( \Delta E_{\text{vac}} + \Delta E_{\text{os}} + \Delta E_{\text{hb}} + \Delta E_{\text{dp}} + \Delta E_{\text{ap}} + \Delta E_{\text{con}} \) described in Materials and Methods, with the energy difference calculated as \( \Delta E_X = E_{\text{peptide-MHC}} - E_{\text{peptide-MHC}}^\text{H} \), in which the energies of the isolated peptide and MHC, \( E_{\text{peptide}} \) and \( E_{\text{MHC}}^\text{H} \), respectively, are calculated with the bound conformation. A pairwise empirical energy term was and the number of peptide residues of each type were also included. Contacting residues, used to calculate the empirical energy, were defined as those with at least one side chain atom from each residue separated less than 4 Å. The six energy terms were each normalized to the interval [0, 1]. It is important to note that no explicit position-dependent peptide residue information is included in the data vectors used for machine learning. Because many peptides that strongly bind to a particular MHC allotype have specific position-dependent anchor residues, including this information may increase prediction accuracy for a particular allotype, but at the expense of accuracy for peptides without standard anchor residues or for predicting peptides binding to a different MHC allotype.

A Gaussian kernel function \( k(x,y) = \exp(-\gamma \| x - y \|^2) \) with \( \gamma = 0.1 \) and regularization constant \( C = 1 \) were used for all SVM calculations. The residue count values were also scaled by a factor of 0.5. These parameter values were determined to give the best performance on the HLA-A*0201 peptide set.

RESULTS

Grid Docking Energy Optimization Convergence

It is important to verify that the ICM stochastic energy minimization has converged since otherwise the global minimum may be missed and the results will not be reproducible from independent simulations. The convergence of the grid-docking simulations was studied by examining the lowest values of the energy function in Eq. 1 achieved after a given number of function calls for three independent Monte Carlo docking runs. The maximum difference between the lowest energies attained in each simulation and the lowest energy attained by all simulations was used as a measure of convergence. The convergence was evaluated for docking all HLA-A*0201 peptides in Table I into the potential maps derived from the 1JF1 and 1I7U structures and docking all H-2K\(^b\) peptides in Table II into maps from the 1KPU structure. The maximum energy difference after 5 \( \times 10^7 \) function calls was only 0.33 kcal/mol, indicating that all simulations had converged within the characteristic energy scale \( kT = 0.6 \) kcal/mol for \( T = 300 \) K.

All three independent simulations converged within 0.6 kcal/mol of the lowest energy in considerably less iterations for most peptide-MHC complexes. Simulations for all but four of the HLA-A*0201 complexes and one of the H-2K\(^b\) complexes were converged to this degree in only half of the number of function calls, or \( 2.5 \times 10^7 \). The slowest converging simulations were for the HLA-A*0201 complex with the 1I4F peptide, which did not converge, according to the criteria stated above, until \( 4.5 \times 10^7 \) iterations. This is likely due to the fact that this is one of the longest peptides, with 10 residues. Likewise, the slowest converging simulations with H-2K\(^b\) were for the 1G7P peptide, which was one of the longest peptides for this MHC. The redocking of the original peptides for 1JF1 and 1KPU was among the fastest converging simulations, as expected since the MHC interface side chains are all correctly oriented.

Essentially, the same lowest energy conformations, with all non-hydrogen atom root mean square deviation (RMSD) < 0.02 Å, for the three independent runs were reached for most peptide-MHC combinations. However for 6 out of the 32 HLA-A*0201 complexes and one H-2K\(^b\) complex, the lowest energy conformations differed between two independent simulations, even though the energy differences between the three independent simulations were less than 0.33 kcal/mol. The same conformations were present within the four lowest energy stack conformations indicating a few peptide conformations that are approximately degenerate in energy. Also, in all but one case, the differences between the lowest energy conformations from independent runs were limited to at most two side chain torsion angles with the remainder of the peptide structure essentially identical. Most of the conformational differences were the relative rotation of a serine, isoleucine, or valine by 120° so as to be approximately isosteric. This is due to the smoothness of the van der Waal’s grid potential term, which yields about the same energy for the two conformations, as compared with the corresponding energy term in an all-atom MHC model. This emphasizes the importance of retaining a number of low-energy conformations from each grid-docking simulation and reranking them according to a more accurate energy function with more restrictive steric constraints.

Self-Docking Selects the Correct Structure in the HLA-A*0201 Dual Grid Model

First of all, it should be noted that the all-atom energy function used to select the final conformation after refinement successfully chose the correct corresponding MHC structure for the docking of 1JF1 and 1I7U peptides i.e., the self-docked conformation had lower energy than the cross-docked conformation. The all-atom RMSD of the docking solutions was very low. Furthermore, the lowest energy conformations were also the ones closest to the correct structure in both cases. This is a nontrivial result since the near-native conformation from the 1JF1 docking moved from the sixth lowest energy conformation for the grid potential docking to the lowest energy conformation after reranking using an all-atom model of the MHC.

Cross-Docking Into the Dual Grid HLA-A*0201 Model

A comparison of the predicted peptide conformation with the corresponding X-ray crystal structure is shown in Table I. The RMSD of the peptide atoms was calculated...
after structural alignment of the backbone atoms of the peptide backbone atoms (residues 1–180) for the predicted structure and the crystal structure for these results as well as all other docking results in Tables II and III. Although this procedure leads to a small additional contribution to the peptide RMSD values due to the imperfect alignment of the MHC backbone atoms (e.g., an average of 0.4 Å for HLA-A*0201 structures in Table I), it is consistent for the comparison of multiple structures since the the peptide conformations do not affect the relative orientation of the MHC molecules. All peptides were docked into both the 1JF1 and 1I7U structures and the lowest energy conformation selected as the predicted conformation, as discussed in Materials and Methods.

The 1I7U MHC model gave the lowest energy conformation for only three peptides in the cross-docking results. Two of these peptides, those for 1B0G and 1I7T, differ by only one and two residues, respectively, from the native 1I7U peptide. This likely explains the exceptionally accurate predictions for these peptides but, like the self-docking results, it also reflects the accuracy of the all-atom energy function in differentiating the correct MHC model.

The highest accuracy predictions for peptides with sequences that are significantly different from the one present in the complex used for the MHC structure are 1EEY, 1EEZ, 1HHI, and 1I4F. The actual and predicted conformations for the 1EEY peptide are shown in Figure 2. The deviation of the peptide main chain atoms is quite small, only 0.54 Å, with only a slight difference at the center. The predicted conformation for the 1EEZ peptide, which only differs by one C-terminal residue, was predicted with similar regions and degree of deviation. The prediction for the 1HHI peptide had the main chain atoms close to those in the X-ray crystal structure and the largest error due to a 90° rotation of residue F5. Finally, the docking results for the 1I4F peptide had only a small backbone deviation of 0.75 Å even though it is a longer 10-residue peptide with a larger central bulge and, consequently, greater flexibility. The interactions of R6 with a crystal symmetry-related MHC molecule probably affects the peptide conformation, making its prediction difficult without the inclusion of these additional interactions.

### Computational and Physical Factors Affecting Docking Accuracy

Difficulties in predicting the docked peptide geometry resulted both from inaccuracies in the energy function used to rank the conformations and from physical factors that made computational prediction difficult, such as interactions with nearby symmetry-related molecules and conformational disorder evident from high crystallographic B-factors. These factors affecting prediction accuracy are apparent from examining the four least accurate docking results, as measured by the all-atom RMSD in Table I, namely the peptides corresponding to PDB entries 1HHH, 1HHJ, 1HHK, and 1I1F. The all-atom RMSD of the near-native conformation from the grid potential docking results (1.55, 1.24, 0.81, and 1.44 Å, respectively) also is significantly lower for all of these peptides, indicating that the all-atom energy incorrectly ranked the docking conformations. The results for another better predicted peptide, 1JHT,
also had a grid potential docking solution that was considerably closer to the correct conformation but was not the lowest all-atom energy conformation. The all-atom RMSDs for the near-native conformations were only 0.73 Å, even though the lowest energy conformations had an RMSD of 2.26 Å, respectively. The near-native solution for the 1JHT peptide has only the T8 side chain conformation significantly differing from the X-ray crystal structure. However, this residue is hydrogen-bonded to the C-terminal oxygen atom in a symmetry-related MHC molecule in the crystal structure, possibly perturbing its conformation. The central 1HHK peptide residue Y5 has the largest conformational errors. One
reason for the difficulty in predicting its conformation is that it has atomic B-factors > 40 Å², even though the average B-factor for this structure is only 21 Å².

It is also instructive to compare the HLA-A*0201 and 1EEZ peptides, which differ only in the C-terminal residue and are both different from the original peptides bound to the MHC structures used for docking (1JF1 and 1I7U). Residue L5 had the largest conformational error for both the 1EEY and 1EEZ peptides. This central residue adopts significantly different conformations in the 1EEY and 1EEZ structures. In fact, this residue has two different conformations in noncrystallographic symmetry-related molecules and low electron density for 1EEZ and has an orientation that is not well defined due to low electron density for 1EEY.51 This suggests that the difficulty in predicting its conformation is due to a lack of significant energetic constraints and the consequent disorder in the X-ray crystal structure. A similar pattern appears for two other peptides that differ by only a single N-terminal residue, 11IF and 11IY. The predicted conformations are also quite similar but E4, a residue with different side chain conformations in the 11IF and 11IY X-ray crystal structures, has a large conformational error, even in the near-native conformation. The study describing the experimental structures speculated that the different conformation for this residue in the two structures is due to a water-mediated hydrogen bond with residue Y1 in the 11IY structure, which is not present in the 11IF structure. However, low density for the water oxygen suggests that it has low occupancy. In any case, a more computationally expensive docking method that explicitly accounts for bound water molecules may be necessary to accurately predict the bound peptide conformations in these structures.

Cross-Docking Into a Single Grid H-2Kb Model

The results for docking the peptides for all H-2Kb X-ray crystal structures in the PDB into the 1KPU MHC structure are shown in Table II. The prediction accuracy is even higher than that for HLA-A*0201, with an average all-atom RMSD of only 1.38 Å. This may be partially due to the generally shorter length of the peptides, with all having 8 residues except 1G7P and 1KPV. This means that the peptide is in a more extended conformation because of the conserved hydrogen bonds at the peptide ends, which keep them effectively fixed. Although the docking result for one nonapeptide, 1G7P, had the lowest accuracy, the result for the other nonapeptide, 1KPV, was better than average. Another related factor that may have contributed to the improved accuracy, as compared with HLA-A*0201, is that the H-2Kb allotype has a central anchor residue, at position 5, which constrains the conformation of the peptide center to a greater degree. It is interesting to note that, unlike the HLA-A*0201 results, many of the H-2Kb cross-docking results were more accurate than the self-docking of the 1KPU peptide. We speculate that this is because of errors in ranking the conformation using the energy function since the difference in the all-atom RMSDs between the lowest energy and the near-native conformations is highest for the native peptide (1KPU), in contrast to the HLA-A*0201 docking results.

Accuracy of Homology Model Structures

The structures for the HLA homology models were first compared with all X-ray crystal structures for the corresponding allotypes in order to assess the accuracy of the model geometry. Only residues that contact the flexible portions of the peptide i.e., all side chain atoms and the central backbone atoms for residues 3 to M-2, with M the peptide length, were compared since these are the most relevant for peptide docking. An MHC residue was considering contacting the peptide if at least one non-hydrogen atom was within 4 Å of a peptide non-hydrogen atom.

HLA-B*0801

The interface residue conformations differed little between X-ray structures so only the 1AGB structure was compared with the homology model. Only 6 of the 27 interface residue types are different from those in HLA-A*0201. The assignment of the most prevalent rotameric conformations for nonidentical residues in the homology-modeling procedure was quite successful for this allele since only one residue, E76, out of the six nonidentical ones had a side chain conformation that was significantly different from the 1AGB structure. This residue forms a salt bridge with the lysine at P7. Residue E76 assumes a conformation in all other HLA-B*0801 structures and likewise interacts with the basic or polar residues at P7. This is not one of the anchor residues for HLA-B*0801, which are instead P3 and P5.

HLA-B*2705

Comparison of the HLA-B*2705 homology model to the X-ray crystal structures shows that again only one interface residue, D116, has a significantly different conformation. This residue interacts with a lysine side chain at P9, which is a preferred residue at this position but not a primary anchor.

HLA-B*3501

A total of 12 out of 26 interface residue types differ between HLA-B*3501 and the template HLA-A*0201. This is considerably more than for B*0801 and B*2705. Four of these residues have significantly different conformations in the homology model as compared with the two HLA-B*3501 X-ray crystal structures, Y9, R62, F67, and S116. However, the conformational difference for R62 is likely due to its interaction with E161 in a nearby crystal symmetry partner. Only one conserved residue, R97, has a different conformation, which is slightly shifted relative to the A*0201 structure, possibly due to its interaction with a non-anchor C-terminal tyrosine in the peptide co-crystallized in both X-ray structures.

HLA-B*5101

HLA-B*5101 also has about half of the interface residue types, 12 out of 23, differing with HLA-A*0201. Interest-
ingly, the conformation of Y74 agreed with that in the 1E27 structure and Y99 agreed with that in the 1E28 structure even though each of these residues have different conformations in the two structures. An additional five residues, W95, R62, E76, F67, and E152, all of which differ in type from their HLA-A*0201 counterparts, have different conformations in the homology model. However, two of these, R62 and E76, are on the side of the adjoining alpha helix facing the solvent and, with the nearest peptide atom almost 4 Å away, likely have weak interactions with the peptide.

**HLA-B*5301**

A total of 10 out of the 25 interface residue types differ between HLA-B*5301 and the HLA-A*0201 template. As in the case of HLA-B*5101, two interface residues, N70 and Y74 have different conformations between the two X-ray crystal structures but the conformations of these residues in the homology model agree with one of the crystal structures. Three other residues have different conformations in the homology model, R97, Y90, and R62. The latter residue, as in HLA-B*5101, likely has weak interactions with the peptide.

**Homology Model Docking Results**

The results for docking the peptides for all PDB structures into homology models for HLA-B*0801, B*2705, B*3501, B*5101, and B*5301 are given in Table III. All homology models used the 1JF1 HLA-A*0201 structure as a template (see Materials and Methods for details).

The accuracies of each prediction for the HLA-B*0801 peptides are mutually comparable in accordance with the peptides' sequence similarity. The peptides are all variant peptides from the HIV-1 Gag protein p17. The docking conformations are quite close to the experimentally determined conformations with an average backbone RMSD of 0.87 Å and an average all-atom RMSD of 1.76 Å. This is not dramatically higher than the average deviation for the H-2K\textsuperscript{b} peptides, most of which are also octamers, docked into the 1KPZ MHC X-ray crystal structure. This demonstrates that the accuracy for docking into a homology model of an MHC may be comparable to that for docking into a crystal structure. The shift in the main chain of the 1AGB peptide near R3 relative to the reference 1AGD peptide, which may be partially responsible for eliminating the activity of almost all T-cell clones tested in one study,\textsuperscript{54} was reproduced by the docking result. The predicted and experimental conformations for the 1AGB peptide are shown in Figure 3. The uniform shift of the entire predicted peptide structure relative to the 1AGB X-ray crystal structure is probably due to a change in the MHC structural alignment used to compare the conformations because of a shift of the flanking MHC alpha helices.\textsuperscript{54} The largest contribution to the all-atom RMSD for the HLA-B*0801 peptide docking results was from the large solvent-exposed lysine residues, some of which are indirectly hydrogen bonded to HLA atoms through water molecules. The lack of explicit water molecules that indirectly participate in peptide-MHC binding is a general problem with implicit solvent models.

The docking results for the HLA-A*2705 peptides were also reasonably close to the experimental structures, with accuracy similar to the HLA-A*0801 results. The predicted backbone structure for the IHSA peptide was close to the crystal structure and the only extended side chain, R2, had a small deviation beyond C\textsubscript{\textalpha}. The predicted 1JGE peptide geometry had a localized backbone deviation only near A4, with the remaining backbone close. Most side chain conformations had little deviation, except A4 and R4, which was rotated approximately 90° in the last torsion angle.

As mentioned above, the structure of the complex of HLA-A*3501 with an octamer peptide (PDB entry 1A1N) has nonstandard conformations of the N- and C-termini and so was not included in this study. This degree of structural variability in the N- and C-termini of bound peptides has not been observed in other octamer-MHC complexes, such as HLA-B*0801, HLA-B*5101, and H-2K\textsuperscript{b} so this is not likely to commonly occur. However, only further experimental structures of complexes can resolve this issue.

Except for a localized twist of the peptide main chain that displaces only residue T7, the conformation for the 1A9E peptide bound to HLA-3501 is close to the experimental structure. The near-native structure from the docking calculation is similar, except that it does not have the main chain twist, making it even closer, with an all-atom RMSD of only 1.05 Å. Presumably, it is difficult to distinguish the energy difference between the conformation with T7 buried and with a hydrogen bond interaction and its native conformation with this residue solvent exposed.

The conformations of the N- and C-terminal residues for the 1E27 peptide bound to HLA-A*5101, L1, P2, E8, and I9, are predicted correctly, probably because of the restraints imposed on the terminii main chain atoms, but the central portion of the peptide deviates considerably from the correct conformation. If the conformation of the peptide in the X-ray crystal structure is superimposed on the HLA-A*5101 homology model, it is evident that the steric clash of P2 with the MHC Y99 side chain, which is in the incorrect conformation for 1E28 but the correct conformation for 1E27, appears to be the principal cause for this large deviation. Likewise, for the 1E28 peptide, the steric clash of I5 in the correct conformation with MHC residue Y74, which is in the incorrect conformation for 1E28 but the correct conformation for 1E27, causes a localized main chain deviation. Unlike the prediction for 1E27, this deviation is not large enough to disrupt the remainder of the peptide so the overall RMSD, 1.77 Å, is not too large. It is interesting that the near-native conformation from the 1E28 prediction has only an all-atom RMSD of 1.32 Å since the peptide is accommodated in the modeled MHC by only a slight shift of the I5 side chain to avoid clashing with the MHC tyrosine.

A number of factors\textsuperscript{18} contribute to the lower accuracy of the docking results for HLA-A*5301. First, the MHC main chain residues 66–75 in the α\textsubscript{1} helix delimiting one side of the peptide binding groove have a larger shift, compared to HLA-A*0201, than the other allotypes considered and contribute to a small B pocket. Second, there are three
peptide intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the 1A1M structure that couple the conformations of the central peptide side chains. Third, crystallographically resolved water molecules mediate hydrogen-bonding interactions between MHC and central peptide side chains. This appears to be particularly important for the 1A1O peptide. The specific directional interactions of the fixed water molecules are not accounted for by the implicit solvation model used in this study. Finally, MHC residue R97 adopts significantly different side chain conformations in the two HLA-A*5301 complex structures, both of which differ from the conformation in the homology model. This same residue adopts alternate conformations upon binding different peptides along with a concerted shift of the Y116 side chain in HLA-A*0201. This is the motivation for using two MHC models for docking peptides to HLA-A*0201, as described in Materials and Methods. In fact, the R97 conformation in the HLA-A*5301 1A1O structure is essentially the same as in the HLA-A*0201 1I7U structure used for the other MHC model in docking. This implies that the use of multiple MHC template structures with different conformations for R97 could possibly improve model accuracy. The all-atom energy function used to rank the grid-docking solutions does not appear to be a limiting factor for the HLA-A*5301 complexes since the near native RMSDs are either equal or close to those for the lowest energy conformation chosen as the docking solution.

**Peptide-HLA-A*0201 Binding Affinity Prediction**

The performance of the SVM binding affinity prediction on the set of 304 binders and 304 nonbinders was assessed by fivefold cross-validation. The overall accuracy, recall, and precision were 78, 85, and 75%, respectively. This indicates the significant discrimination between binding and nonbinding peptides since the corresponding random expected values were only 50% for the accuracy and precision and 57% for the recall. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots the trade-off between sensitivity and selectivity at different classifier cutoff values, is shown in Figure 4. The total area under the ROC curve, which was calculated from the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum statistic, was 0.83.

**Peptide-H-2Kβ Binding Affinity Prediction Using the HLA-A*0201 Trained SVM**

Next, the SVM trained on peptide-binding affinity to human HLA-A*0201 was used to predict the peptide-binding affinity to murine H-2Kβ, in order to test the general applicability of the prediction model to other MHC allotypes for which no data were included in the training data set. A total of 40/54, or 74% of the peptides were correctly classified as either binders or nonbinders. The prediction recall and precision were 96 and 67%. Although the overall performance is not quite as good as for HLA-A*0201 peptides, these statistics represent good discrimination between binding and nonbinding peptides since the random expected values were only 50% for the accuracy and precision and 72% for the recall. The higher recall, both for the observed and random expected values, for this prediction than for the HLA-A*0201 cross-validation results, given above, is due to a larger fraction of peptides predicted as binders. The difference between the observed
and random recall values, 24%, however, is only slightly lower than the difference for HLA-A*0201 cross-validation results, 28%, demonstrating that our prediction method, which uses energy values calculated from the predicted geometry of the peptide–MHC complex, can successfully predict peptide-binding affinities for other MHC allotypes not used for training the model. The ROC curve is shown in Figure 4 and the area under the curve of 0.85 is close to that for the HLA-A*0201 cross-validation results, further demonstrating the comparable prediction performance.

**DISCUSSION**

**Comparison With Previous Studies**

**Peptide-MHC binding geometry prediction**

While peptide–MHC docking results from previous studies give a useful qualitative indication of the accuracy of the respective docking methods, a number of differences with our study make a quantitative comparison difficult. These differences include one or more of the following: (1) the results published previously are for self-docking (redocking the peptide into the MHC structure from the corresponding complex) rather than cross-docking, (2) the peptide backbone structure is employed in the prediction method, (3) the structural alignment method used for calculating the RMSD is unspecified, and (4) the prediction method is tested on only a small number of peptides. Difference (1) probably has a large effect on prediction accuracy because, according to our results, the self-docking accuracy is typically higher than for cross-docking. In particular, the two self-docking results for HLA-A*0201 had a higher accuracy than any cross-docking result for this MHC. This is likely due to small rearrangements of MHC side chains in order to accommodate the bound peptide and the consequent binding pocket surface complementarity with the correct peptide conformation.

Two early studies20,55 demonstrated that a multiple copy algorithm gave a reasonably accurate prediction for cross-docking the 1HHI peptide into the 3HLA MHC structure (1.4 Å backbone RMSD) but poor accuracy for self-docking the 1KPV peptide in H-2Kb (2.7 Å backbone RMSD). An improvement of this method,25 by incorporating a translational search, gave excellent results (1.0 Å backbone RMSD) for self-docking the nonamer 1HII and 1HHJ peptides. A dead-end elimination algorithm that includes sampling of nearby MHC side chains was used in another study27 to dock the 1KPU and 1KPV peptides (0.79 Å and 1.33 Å backbone RMSD, respectively). The accuracy of our docking result was comparable for the 1KPU peptide but better for 1KPV peptide. The knowledge-based structure prediction of 23 peptide-MHC complexes in another report26 made use of both the MHC and bound peptide backbone conformations from the complex to predict the peptide side chain conformations and, thus, is not comparable to our results. Finally, a predominantly knowledge-based method24 was applied to self-docking five HLA-A*0201 peptides in another study. The resulting backbone RMSDs were 1.27, 1.82, 0.46, 0.87, and 1.44 Å for 1HHG-1HHJ, respectively. These values are comparable to the accuracy of our corresponding cross-docking results, which is a more difficult prediction than self-docking.

There are several advantages and disadvantages of our method, compared with the previous ones described in the Introduction. One advantage is that, unlike threading methods that model the peptide backbone conformation using X-ray crystal structures, our prediction method can be used for any length peptide, even if there is no available structure for the same length peptide bound to the same MHC. Furthermore, even if such structures are present, there may not be enough to fully define the variability in the peptide conformations or to validate the predictions, since structures containing the same peptides must be eliminated before applying the prediction procedure in order to fairly evaluate its performance. Also, as discussed in the Introduction, other methods separately predict different portions of the peptide, which may make it difficult for them to recover from conformational errors in the early steps of the procedure. In addition, since we optimize a physical energy function, our method may be used, in principle, to dock any comparably sized molecule to MHC, such as peptide analogues. Although we provided evidence that the Monte Carlo simulations were converged, the main disadvantage of our method is its speed. Also, while our use of potential maps certainly made energy evaluation faster than using an all-atom MHC model, it also prevented the explicit flexibility of the MHC interface that has been included in other methods. It is not yet clear, however, whether sampling the MHC side chain conformations improves accuracy since additional degrees of freedom introduce more error in the energy function and possibly more false low-energy minima. Clearly, a detailed large-scale comparison of the predicted peptide conformations using a uniform criterion is needed in order to determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of each docking method.

In summary, the results from testing our ab initio docking method with a comprehensive set of peptide–MHC complexes with known structures indicate that (1) multiple MHC models are useful to approximately incorporate receptor flexibility, (2) accurate prediction results may be obtained using our docking method, even for highly flexible decameric peptides, and (3) docking peptides into homology models of MHC allotypes without too many nonconserved residues in the binding pocket yields accurate conformation predictions. Peptide docking to MHC is a difficult problem but it has many important applications that will drive future efforts to develop improved methods.

**Peptide-MHC binding affinity prediction**

We have attempted to classify peptides as binders/nonbinders rather than predicting the binding free energy of peptides binding to MHC, as was done in several previous peptide–MHC prediction methods21,46,47 Although the latter class of methods may give insight into the molecular interactions contributing to peptide-MHC binding, most practical applications, such as epitope prediction, involve identifying the relatively small fraction of peptides of suitable lengths that bind to a particular MHC
allotype. Also a supervised learning method, SVM, trained on both positive (binder) and negative (nonbinder) examples, is expected to perform better at this task than a method that is trained only on positive examples and that predicts nonbinders by extrapolating the predicted binding free energy to higher values than are present in the training data. Two previous studies by Schueler-Furman et al.56 and Logean and Rognan57 used peptide–MHC complex structures predicted by threading to classify peptides as binders or nonbinders using empirical energy scoring functions. Although the threading methods used for geometry prediction in these methods is faster than the global optimization of the energy function employed in our method, the accuracy of the geometry prediction was not examined. Furthermore, the performance statistics for data sets with a higher fraction of nonbinders given in these studies are not comparable with our cross-validation results.

Future Directions

A number of extensions and applications of the peptide–MHC docking method presented here are possible. First, MHC homozygote models may be improved through the use of multiple template structures and all-atom refinement in the presence of a strongly binding peptide. In addition, it may be possible to include limited flexibility of the MHC interface through a hybrid representation that uses an all-atom model for residues that contact the central region of the peptide and uses the grid potentials for the remainder of the interface. This would introduce flexibility without a prohibitively large increase in the number of variables in the global energy optimization. Also, it would be interesting to apply a similar docking method to predict the geometry of peptides bound to class-II MHC. This is a more difficult problem, however, as the peptide-binding groove is open at the ends, allowing multiple registrations of the peptide within the cleft. In addition, the SVM-binding prediction method described above could be applied to docking results for homology models in order to extend the binding-affinity prediction to relatively uncharacterized MHC allotypes. Finally, because the peptide ends are effectively fixed for docking to class-I MHC molecules, the geometry prediction method presented here could be applied with little modification to a different class of problems: the prediction of external loop conformations in homology models. This is a critical problem for comparative modeling since loops often do not have sufficient sequence similarity to existing structures and, therefore, must be predicted using energy-based methods.
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